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Water-wise Landscaping Project

This project revolves around the issue of water waste in Utah and the Intermountain West. Doing research 
into how Utah residents spend water, I found that people use most of their potable water on their landscape. 
Working with landscape architects, I created several deliverables on the subject such as a booklet outlining 
the benefits of water-wise landscaping and how to change to a drought tolerant yard from the basic grass 
lawns that adorn the front of most Utah homes. I also created several illustrations of water savvy plants 
that can be used in such a landscape and put them in the booklet with alists of several plants grouped into 
hydrozones. I also used the illustrations to create a beautiful poster series. The overall feel of the project was 
successful in being grounded in research with a botanical edge and a beautiful and delicate design. 
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BRIGHT EYES

Brand Positioning:

Bright Eyes Chocolate co. is an independent chocolate factory located in Toliara, Madagascar. Bright Eyes is unique in the 
chocolate business in that it has a unique take on chocolate to add a little spunk to your daily indulgence. Bright Eyes 
infuses their chocolate with 30 mg of caffeine to give you the boost you need. Bright Eyes makes the experience of eating 
chocolate exactly what it should be: fun, adventurous, and invigorating.

Bright Eyes wants to be perceived by its audiences as young, unexpected, light, spunky, energetic, and flavorful. FREDOKA ONE Katahdin Round LATO

Bright Eyes is an energized and vibrant chocolate company. They are based in Madagascar and infuse their choc-
olate with extra caffeine to give you a boost throughout the day. The wide eyed lemur played into both the nature 
of the chocolate as well as the location of the brand. It created the spunk and playful energy that this chocolate 
evokes. The pattern is made from illustrations of leafs from plants native to the island. The brand called for smaller 
chocolate bars, truffles, and other products that are small and easy to grab or store in your desk at school or office 
at work for when you need them the most.

Bright Eyes Chocolate Co bri  ht eyes bright
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This is a branding project around a gallery show for graphic design work. The title of the show is abstract, and I 
felt that having a more abstract visual approach would be appropriate. I took the text and type set it in several 
different ways before distorting the type, creating a long twisting line that ran through the words making them 
almost illegible. Each poster would have a different main  typographic image on it, playing into the title and 
making each poster different from the next. The gradient and poster layout also change, while keeping each 
item within the same family.

This is Not the Same
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Book Cover Set

Matching illustrated covers for a book bundle featuring Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nihm, Tailchaser’s Song, 
and Watership Down. Exploring the themes and motifs of all three books led me to pursue a visual story 
telling theme playing off of both shadow puppets paired with aboriginee art forms and wood cut illustration. 
Capturing the essence of these stories led to a design that appeals to the childhood stories while hinting at 
the darker more serious themes within. 
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How to Grow the Hell Up

An editorial piece for a print magazine, the article reads as life advice coupled with childhood experiences and 
lessons learned as a child. The opening spread echoes the child growing into the adult as the type becomes 
more and more sophisticated and less of a childish scribble. The body copy repeats and supports the playful-
ness of the feature spread, being broken up in an unexpected way, overlapping with the pull quotes. 
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My Biggest Demon is Myself

This poster was a study in abstracting and the “slippage point”, or the shifting point between recognizing a 
person or object and not. I wanted to create layers and depth to the character of Whitney Houston, as well as 
shatter her in the way that her drug addiction ended up shattering her life.  Her quote, “My biggest demon is 
myself,” came from her famous Crack is Whack interview ten years before her death.
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An Ode to Insomnia

This article focused on insomnia in an unexpected way. Instead of talking about the health effects or ways to 
cure it, it was a celebration of it. It evoked the feeling of those 3 AM thoughts, after everyone else has gone to 
bed. I wanted to portray that feeling in my illustrations and my layout. I found that when I can’t go to sleep, I am 
constantly reminded of the time slipping by when I should be sleeping and calculating how exhausted I’ll be 
when my alarm finally sounds. I wanted to find that half asleep half awake area of consciousness and portray 
that through photographic illustrations. The editorial layout also matched the mood, dripping and drooping into 
a drowsy and unpredictable baseline. 
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Underwater Museum Brand Identity

Rebranding the Underwater Museum in Cancun, Mexico was fun and exciting for me. The museum is a collection of 
statue pieces planted underwater in order to rebuild coral reef habitats for the native aquatic life. Often the statues 
have coral planted on them that enhances and changes the art pieces over time. To ecoe the organic nature of the 
museum, the logo also needed to have fluid and organic pieces associated with the rigidity of a sans-serif typeface. 
The gradient I chose to use for this branding creates the experience of scuba diving beneath the waves, just as one 
would have to do to view the galleries in this museum. The bold fonts and bright colors make the museum feel 
bright, clean, professional, and modern. Having the coral shapes and imagery interact with the text also echoes the 
interaction between coral and statue, and even the statues with the natural environment in the area.
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Elton John Music Poster

The soul of Elton John is contained in his hands, and his instrument. I wanted to portray the feeling 
and movement of his music in a two dimensional space. The bright flamboyant colors and vibrat-
ing lines bring this poster to life in an eye catching way that stays true to the artist and his music. 
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Brand Positioning:

 
Molasi is an independent coffee roaster located in Adana, Turkey under the shadow of the Taurus 
Mountains, where coffee is said to have originated. Molasi is unique in the coffee roasting business in 
that it is an authentic imported Turkish brand that is delivered throughout the Americas to a niche 
audience of coffee lovers that want to get their coffee straight from the source. 

Molasi wants to be perceived by its audiences as artisanal, indigenous, luxurious, exotic, and human. ADOBE CASLON PRO

TRAJAN PRO 3

Creating the visual identity of Molasi Coffee was an interesting challenge. Because the company is located 
in Adana, Turkey, I really wanted to pull that culture and heritage into the brand while being respectful to 
the people the culture belongs to. I did extensive research on the people and culture of Turkey and how 
art and religion collide. The mark I landed on alludes to traditional Turkish calligraphy that forms the shape 
of a steaming cup of coffee. The patterns and elements come from traditional Turkish tile work. The word 
“Molasi” translates to mean break or rest. I designed the brand to feel restful and indulgent while still feeling 
exotic, luxurious, and true to its culture.

Molasi Coffee Co Brand Indentity
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Add and edit tasks. See when they 
are completed.

Require kids to submit a picture of 
the finished task.

Assign due dates and mark whether 
they are daily, weekly, or monthly tasks.

See who has been assigned the task 
lately, and when they finished it!

Children can earn points by doing chores.Simply drag and drop chores onto family 
members in your que to assign them!

The all in one chores and tasks app. 
Build and assign chores easily, and 
motivate kids with points, rewards, and 
friendly competition.

The challenge with Chor was creating a user interface that could appeal to both adults and children, 
and designing it in a sophisticated manner. The solution was to use a lot of bright colors with a round 
and friendly animated design style. The app has a plethora of customizable features that each had to be 
designed in a way that was engaging and yet cohesive. The final product is full of life and turned out very 
playful which is fitting for this project.

Chôr Application
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In return, the child will be
notified of their points and
whatever note you leave.

Alex submitted Living Room!
Tap to see image

Chôr

Tap to see image
Chôr Annie submitted Dishes!

Tap to see message
Chôr

Mom gave you 9 points for the 
Living room.

Once done, kids must submit
an image of the chore. The  
admin will recieve a notification
and decide how many points
the child earned!

Turn on phone lock in the settings. Then 
toggle whether certain tasks lock your 
child’s phone until the task in complete.

Once done, kids must submit an image 
of the chore. The admin will recieve a noti-
fication and decide how many points the 
child earned!

In return, the child will be notified of their 
points and whatever note you leave.
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Zorya

An illustration heavy project focusing on slavic gods. It was fun to capture the personality and fluidity of the 
gods in the playful nature of a flat illustration. I chose to pursue the geometric route to add abstraction  
and poetry to this piece. 
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Zorya Rhythm and Verse

An advertisement poster for a poetry night, this poster showcases my own raster illustration. Creating the 
illustration was an experiment in taking a 3-D rendered object and distorting and shifting it until it is no 
longer recognizable. The abstract forms and detail lent itself well to the program. Because of the power of 
the illustration, the type became quiet and sophisticated to balance it out and not distract from the main 
imagery. Overall, the project was a success.
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USU  Recruitment Poster

A fold-out poster advertising the graphic design BFA program at Utah State University, my alma mater. The 
trick was to give the faculty opening the poster enough information for them to share with their students, 
and have the front be enticing enough to draw in the next generation of designers. 
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